2016-2017 Halcyon Dialogue
Sponsorship Opportunities
Halcyon, in partnership with the American Association for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS), is excited to announce the launch of the 2017 Halcyon Dialogue, a
series of high-level discussions among global leaders, experts and innovators.
The Halcyon Dialogue series focuses on the topic of robots and their broad
implications for global society. The discussions will involve policy leaders and
innovators from industry and academia. These invitation-only quarterly sessions will
be held at Halcyon headquarters, a creative space for 21st century problem-solvers
in the heart of Georgetown on the following dates:
First Session: October 2016
Third Session: March/April 2017

Second Session: December 2016/January 2017
Fourth Session: June/July 2017

An interim public session will take place at AAAS headquarters in downtown Washington, DC, and the Dialogue will
conclude in September/October 2017 with the release of a report highlighting the outcomes of the series at a public
event and robot exhibition at Halcyon House.
Sessions will focus on opportunities and challenges presented by the introduction of robots into everyday life. Halcyon
Dialogue will examine the technical achievements of the evolving field of robotics; explore how the field is, or may be,
affected by public opinion and policy; and examine the broader social implications raised by integrating robots into the
everyday lives of people. Actionable reports and recommendations for future research and policy will be produced for
wide dissemination.
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Premier
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Presenting
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$50,000

$25,000

$10,000

(All discussions)

(All discussions)

(One discussion)

(Priority logo placement)

(Priority logo placement)

(Exclusive Level)

One seat on the Program Committee
Opportunity for verbal remarks at the 2017 Showcase
at Halcyon House
Special mention in any related press and PR
Inclusion in a special Halcyon Dialogue sponsor
acknowledgement page in Science magazine
Opportunity to exhibit robotics technology at the 2017
Showcase at Halcyon House
Invitation for one to Halcyon Dialogue discussions
Invitation to 2017 Showcase
Logo recognition on all signage, online and collateral
materials
Recognition in on new Science Robotics website
Recognition in AAAS and Halcyon annual reports
Inclusion in promotional materials to be distributed to
100,000 AAAS members

